When the Bayou Classic first kicked off in Tulane Stadium in 1974 it immediately impacted the Crescent City as evidenced by the 76,753 fans who attended the game. New Orleans may have become known as the “City That Care Forgot” but fans of the Bayou Classic care a lot and have never forgotten. A one-year absence seems to have made the collective Bayou Classic heart grow fonder.

When Southern University and Grambling State University fans converge on New Orleans on the weekend of November 24th they will bring all that the Bayou Classic offers. Although the Grambling Tigers will arrive with a 3-6 overall record and the Southern Jaguars will arrive with a 4-6 overall record, each team will consider their record 0-0 when the ball goes into the air at 1 p.m. on Saturday, November 25th. Southern leads the series 16-14 but try not to tell Grambling fans that. They are as confident that the Tigers will make it 16-15 as Jaguar fans are that the record will be 17-14 when the clock reads 00:00 in the 4th quarter.

Everyone who knows college football knows that the Bayou Classic is more than a game. The Bayou Classic has been the prototype for big time black football--Continued next page.
The Bayou Classic is a pioneering event. It is the first nationally televised black college sports event and last year earned the distinction of being the first black college football game to get a visit from the wildly popular ESPN “Gameday” television show. Add to that the fact that the weekend has injected an estimated $82 million into the New Orleans economy in recent years and you have a phenomenon. And the consensus is the Bayou Classic is back where it belongs—the City That Heritage Loves.

The Feeling Is Mutual
Ever since the first few businesses got up and running after Hurricane Katrina New Orleans seems to have been America’s charity case. With the city financially on its knees citizens around the world have shown genuine concern for the city’s well being through volunteerism, donations and business action. Regardless of the rest of the world’s concern the missing piece in rebuilding New Orleans has been a lack of tourism.

For all of the criticism that...
Continued from page 3.

the local governments and the business community have endured for focusing so much attention on bringing back the Saints and the Hornets, sports have been a vital part in creating awareness around the world of New Orleans’ post-Katrina peeks and valleys. The national sports community has answered the call in every way from using prime time football to collect money for the Bush-Clinton Katrina Fund to broadcasting the Saints’ home opener for “Monday Night Football” to scheduling the 2008 NBA All-Star Game in New Orleans. In that regard the Classic’s return is right on time.

The consensus among many who went to Bayou Classic ’05 is that even Houston’s size did not make up for its lack of convenience. Anthony Smith, a New Orleans native and Grambling alum, recalls that Classic fans expressed their desire to return to New Orleans because of the convenience of Downtown New Orleans. Even though he was displaced like many New Orleanians, he chose to make last year’s festivities a family outing.

With his wife and son in tow, Smith made the trek from Lafayette to Houston to see his beloved Tigers take on the Jags. It still was not the same. “In New Orleans you can just walk from place to place after the Battle of the Bands or the game. It was kind of inconvenient to have to get in the car and drive to find a restaurant.”

Smith’s wife, who is a graduate of Louisiana Tech, has a family that made the Bayou Classic a tradition. “Her family had this tradition of staying in the same hotel, then taking the same walk to the same places every year.” Smith says that it does not seem that they will get the same hotel but they are ready to spend the weekend supporting their Tigers.

A Connection Like No Other

At one time, prior to Katrina, New Orleans was in danger of losing the Bayou Classic. In 2001 the Classic’s 10-year contract with the Louisiana Superdome ended and that caused a great deal of concern among the event’s fan base and New Orleans officials. After the contract expired, Houston, Atlanta and Tampa put unsolicited bids that included, among other things, cheaper hotel room rates than New Orleans had been offering. Eventually officials from the Bayou Classic inked a new deal with the Louisiana Superdome with the help of Louisiana state legislators, namely State Senator Cleo Fields (D-Baton Rouge).

What helped Houston land the Classic last year was the presence of New Orleanians. Cedric Upshaw, the Southern campus coordinator for the Classic, says that a factor in working with Houston was the community of New Orleanians evacuees and the driving distance for Jaguar and Tiger fans. But Upshaw says that Southern officials and fans, also known as the “Jaguar Nation” cannot wait for the kick-off in New Orleans.

“We’re excited about returning and we’re going all-out to make this a great weekend,” says Upshaw. “We had our homecoming last week so everyone is ready.” He says that ticket requests have gone up so much that Southern will release tickets in waves. The first wave will be available for Jaguar season ticket holders and subsequent waves will be available for more fans of the blue and gold.

The “it” factor of the Bayou Classic’s return is fans’ raw excitement for their alma maters, favorite teams or favorite schools. Anthony Coleman, another New Orleans native who graduated from Grambling, embodies this excitement. He grew up as a Southern fan but wound up attending Grambling on a full scholarship and gold.
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“We’re excited about returning and we’re going all-out to make this a great weekend,” says Upshaw. “We had our homecoming last week so everyone is ready.” He says that ticket requests have gone up so much that Southern will release tickets in waves. The first wave will be available for Jaguar season ticket holders and subsequent waves will be available for more fans of the blue and gold.

The “it” factor of the Bayou Classic’s return is fans’ raw excitement for their alma maters, favorite teams or favorite schools. Anthony Coleman, another New Orleans native who graduated from Grambling, embodies this excitement. He grew up as a Southern fan but wound up attending Grambling on a full scholarship and where he performed with the “Marching Tigers”. In fact, he and Smith were band mates. Coleman had not missed the Bayou Classic since 1989 and was not denied in ’05.

He had just moved back from Dallas and landed a job back home. Since he was in training at the time he had little free time. With his allegiance to the Classic in tact he completed his trip to Houston within a small window of 36 hours with a 30-minute rest. “I got off work, drove to Houston, went the Battle of the Bands, socialized a little bit and went right back to work.”

Despite the logistical and social differences, Coleman says that his friends’ spirits were not dampened by being in another city even though fans did not get the same feel of hospitality that they had been used to in New Orleans. “You could be in a small town in Mississippi and the game would hold the same value,” he proclaims. By the way, Coleman made it a point to mention that Grambling won both the football game and the Battle of the Bands.

Ready to Roll

Just like the sports community’s response to the Saints and Hornets returning to New Orleans, Bayou Classic organizers see the larger picture. Cedric Upshaw describes the Bayou Classic as “the last anchor” for the New Orleans festival schedule. “You have Mardi Gras, Jazz Fest, Essence Fest and Bayou Classic,” he says. “We want to help rebuild the economic base.”

Similarly the Classic’s title sponsor, State Farm, expresses their excitement in being a part of the return. Morris Anderson, a spokesman for State Farm says, “We love the city and the fans. The schools put on a great show . . . we are very pleased to be able to say ‘Welcome home to the dome.’”

The sharpest focus that Bayou Classic and other sporting events have provided is that New Orleans is not the most dangerous place in America as some mainstream media reports have portrayed the city. Upshaw hopes that the Classic will provide “day-to-day stories” to establish that life in New Orleans is regaining a sense of normalcy. “New Orleans is special. Many of our graduates, faculty and employees are from New Orleans so we’re happy to come back home.”
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Louisiana Holds Historic Elections

By Edwin Buggage
Photos By Glenn Summers and Jamie Jones

As the political tide shifts nationally and new faces of leadership arise among the ranks; similarly New Orleans voters have put many new faces in office among many of the familiar faces who led pre-Katrina. Now as the city faces monumental challenges of rebuilding voters from across the city came out to have their voices heard at the polls. The citizens made a major statement when they voted overwhelmingly to consolidate the assessor’s office from seven down to one. In a tight race for the seat of State Representative District 97 in a bare knuckle brawl between J.P. Morrell and Brian Egana, Morrell won by a narrow margin to occupy the seat vacated by his father the longtime representative of the district Arthur Morrell.

But the most watched race was for the Congressional seat in District Two where the previously unbeatable U.S. Congressman William Jefferson faced a slew of notable challengers who ran viable campaigns in an attempt to unseat Jefferson. Of those many competitors State Representative Karen Carter ran second to Jefferson, and now the are set to face off in the Dec. 9th run-off election. Data News Weekly was there at both candidates campaign celebrations on this historic night.
City Councilperson Cynthia Willard-Lewis in a show of support for Congressman William Jefferson.

Congressman William Jefferson being congratulated by former Orleans Parish School Board Member Elliot Willard.

Mayor Ray Nagin talking to media.

Public Service Commissioner Lambert Boissiere III and father Constable Lambert Boissiere Jr.
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Gerald Levert, the gruff-voiced everyman and second-generation R&B star who died Friday November 11, of a heart attack at age 40, was one of R&B's most consistent singer/songwriters of the past 20 years. He arrived during the New Jack Swing era of the mid-1980s as part of the group LeVert (a trio with his brother Sean and Marc Gordon) and scored a string of hits, including (Pop, Pop, Pop, Pop) Goes My Mind, Casanova and Just Coooin'. Gerald went solo in 1991 with the No. 1 R&B album Private Line, though he continued to contribute to the trio's albums. Stylistically, he struck a balance between the smoothness of Luther Vandross and the raw sexuality of R. Kelly. Gerald, was known to his millions of fans affectionately as the “G-Bear” for his cuddly persona, and his penchant for tossing out teddy bears to his adoring female fans at concerts. Most recently he was touring with a stage play, and training for a reality show in which the contestants lose weight. Over the years, R&B incorporated more of hip-hop's thugs-love sensibilities, but Levert remained true to vintage traditions, delivering powerful ballads with working-class aspirations similar to those expressed by his legendary father, The O'Jays' Eddie Levert. Gerald is the father of one young daughter who resides in Atlanta, GA.

Ed Bradley, one of television's most prominent African-American journalists, died of complications from leukemia Thursday, November 10. He was 65 years old. A longtime correspondent for CBS News' "60 Minutes," Bradley's probing questions and salt-and-pepper beard distinguished him for millions of TV viewers. He died this morning at Mount Sinai hospital in New York City. Bradley was diagnosed with leukemia two years ago but was in remission. He apparently took a turn for the worse two weeks ago, contracting pneumonia and succumbing to the disease.

Colleagues and fans remembered him fondly. "He was the equal of all the celebrities he interviewed, which is why he got so much rich material out of them … because they knew he understood them," said ABC's "Nightline" correspondent Vicki Mabrey, who worked with Bradley at CBS. "I used to call him Mr. Cool."

Bradley, who first joined "60 Minutes" in 1981, won 19 Emmy Awards, a Peabody Award, a Robert F. Kennedy Journalism Award and the Paul White Award from the Radio and Television News Directors Association for his reports. The Philadelphia native started out as a DJ, making $1.50 an hour spinning Miles Davis and Billie Holiday records.

Bradley's last "60 Minutes" story — interviews with suspects and witnesses in the Duke rape case — made headlines. During his long career, Bradley interviewed a panoply of personalities — Michael Jordan, Muhammad Ali, Michael Jackson. Bradley got the only TV interview that Timothy McVeigh, the Oklahoma City bomber, granted to television.

Although one of the first African-American reporters on national TV, Bradley refused to be pigeonholed by his race and doesn’t remember letting racism intimidate him. "I probably was too naive to be afraid [when I started out]; that’s because there was no one really ahead of me as a trailblazer," Bradley told USA Weekend. "I mean, I had nuns in school who always said to me, from the fourth grade on, ‘You can be whatever you want to be.’ I guess I believed them."

Bradley was known for his love of jazz, which first touched his heart when he heard "Teach Me Tonight" from Errol Garner’s "Concert by the Sea." He frequently attended the New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival, and often sat in with the musicians. Bradley was lured back into DJ work when he recently hosted the "Jazz at Lincoln Center" radio show.

Accordingly, Bradley has said that his most memorable interview was with jazz legend Lena Horne. The intimate portrait, in which he alternated Horne’s performances with his questions, became a "textbook example of what a great television interview can be," wrote TV Guide. "Lena" earned Bradley his first Emmy.

Bradley was married to the artist Patricia Blanchett and had homes in Woody Creek, Colo., and New York City.
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Ed Bradley: A Beautiful Life

‘Renaissance Man’ is a term that is today thrown around with reckless abandon; where the phrase many are called but few are chosen is more the rule than the exception. But recently the world truly lost someone who is the definition of this elusive term and then some; Ed Bradley was the true embodiment of a Renaissance man, he was articulate, intelligent, as well as accessible, affable, and had a certain panache and savoir faire that was undeniable and unmatched.

In the world of television journalism he was a trailblazer in a field where few African-Americans reached the upper echelons of reporting. His career was a series of firsts and his accomplishments were stellar to say the least. He was the first Senior White House Correspondent as well as the first African-American correspondent on the highly rated CBS News Magazine 60 Minutes. Throughout his illustrious career he won numerous Emmy Awards for his work. He changed the face and style of the 60 minutes interviews where previously the cantankerous combative styles of Mike Wallace and then correspondent Dan Rather were the de rigueur. His arrival provided a sea change as he transformed this trend with his cool demeanor, he would interview his subjects in a friendly conversational tone while asking tough hard hitting questions. A style I find myself employing during the countless interviews I’ve conducted over the years.

In my own career as a journalist where I’ve worked in television as well as print Ed Bradley has been my greatest influence. I remember being young and watching him when television news was a much more serious medium; this striking sepia toned figure reporting stories of importance to the world. A man who didn’t allow himself to be boxed in simply as the lone African-American reporting on events specific to African-Americans, but a man who was a competent journalist who would cover events across the world from Vietnam to Cambodia, strife in the inner city, interview dignitaries from around the world, and hang out with rock stars or at the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival getting down with everyday people.

At last year Jazz Fest I was fortunate enough to have a few words with Mr. Bradley backstage on the Congo Square stage, and although our conversation was brief I felt honored to have experienced someone who has inspired me to become a serious journalist and attempt to make an impact on peoples lives. And as I sometimes find myself talking to people who approach me to give their thanks, gratitude or feedback on something I’ve written or presented as a television personality, I feel humbled, and I think about how important our jobs are as journalist; as we chronicle these events that one day will help shape how people see us tomorrow.

Throughout his life Ed Bradley has inspired and help many young people particularly African-Americans to dream, and I as I can attest his life has inspired me and I hope that in the days to come his legacy can live on. And while he was a native of Philadelphia, he loved our city dearly and was one of its biggest proponents, admires and advocates, so in his passing I feel we have lost a relative and a kindred spirit. And in this time as we take on the task of rebuilding this fractured yet magnificent cultural jewel of a city let us not forget all those who have perished, for all our lives have changed forever. But in this human tragedy let us be inspired to make this city and ourselves better, and with the passing of Ed Bradley, I as one who shares not only the same initials, but a commitment to excellence will continue to be inspired by the resilient people of my city and by a man who truly lived a beautiful life, and as his physical body has transcended may his spirit rest in eternal peace.
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Smoke-free Laws Save Lives

Marian Wright Edelman
NNPA Columnist

In the midst of all the focus on the war in Iraq and current moral scandals among some of our political and religious leaders, a different issue was quietly appearing on ballots across the country on Election Day. Voters in Arizona, Florida, Nevada, Ohio, and South Dakota all approved statewide ballot measures that either required smoke-free workplaces, increased state tobacco taxes to fund needs like health care and early child development programs, and/or funded tobacco prevention programs.

Local smoke-free laws also were passed or upheld in communities across the country. The Children’s Defense Fund was disappointed that an initiative was defeated in California that would have used a tobacco tax increase to fund health coverage for all uninsured California children and for tobacco prevention and health care programs in the state. Tobacco companies and other powerful special interest allies spent millions of dollars fighting against these measures, including more than $65 million in California alone. But the fact that more and more states and communities are passing new laws like these which are critical for children’s health should renew our courage to keep fighting against tobacco companies whose deadly product is killing more and more children every year.

The struggle to stop children and youths from smoking is even fiercer. The nonprofit Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids is at the forefront of the fight to prevent young people from developing dangerous smoking habits, help smokers quit, and protect everyone from secondhand smoke. They’ve studied all the facts about children and smoking and have a long list of compelling reasons why it’s important to protect children now.

Every year, the Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids sponsors a “Kick Butts Day” to expose and counter the tobacco industry’s marketing strategies aimed at young people. Students of all ages take part in events like youth-led rallies in state capitals, surveys of tobacco advertising in local stores, and street activism.

Many organizations provide materials specifically to help parents teach their children about the dangers of smoking. And all of us can pay attention to and support more ballot measures like the ones that passed this year. Together, we can make a real difference in protecting more children from secondhand smoke and reducing the number of children who start smoking—two key steps in giving more children the Healthy Start in life they all deserve.

Marian Wright Edelman is President and Founder of the Children’s Defense Fund and its Action Council whose Leave No Child Behind® mission is to ensure every child a Healthy Start, a Head Start, a Fair Start, a Safe Start, and a Moral Start in life and successful passage to adulthood with the help of caring families and communities.
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Managing your finances is a lifelong process. It usually begins with savings—ideally as a child. Once you have a regular income of your own and have started saving on a regular basis, you’ll have to decide how to invest the money you are saving.

Investors in their twenties are often advised to put more of their savings in investments that have potential to grow. Even though these investments may carry more risk of loss, a younger person has time to potentially make up any losses they may experience early on. Conversely, those who are investing for more immediate goals are often advised to put more of their savings in fixed income investments. These may not grow as fast but are less likely to lose money.

Strategies For Common Life Events

Everyone lives their lives differently, and everyone has complicated emotions about money. Nonetheless, throughout their lives, most investors face some similar situations. Where are you in the cycle? The following are examples of common life events and some things you might consider when making investment decisions.

Your first full-time job
• Start a savings account to build a cash reserve.
• Start a retirement fund and make regular monthly contributions, no matter how small.
2006: Anything but ‘The Year of the Black Republican’

By, Hazel Trice Edney
NNPA Washington Correspondent

WASHINGTON (NNPA) — As Democrats recaptured control of the House and Senate last week, Black Democrats won more than half of the 13 statewide offices they competed for while Black Republicans won none, debunking what the GOP had billed as “the year of the Black Republican”.

The Black Democratic wins yielded one governor, two lieutenant governors, one attorney general, one secretary of state, one state treasurer and one commissioner of labor. Black Republicans ran for governor in Ohio and Pennsylvania and for the U.S. Senate in Maryland.

“It was a great year for Democrats,” says David Bositis, senior analyst for the Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies, referring to both Black and White party members. Only 11 percent of Blacks voted for Republican congressional candidates, according to exit polls conducted by Edison Media Research and Mitofsky International for the Associated Press and television networks. That percentage is consistent with share won by Republicans in the 2004 presidential race.

Terono B. Green, a Black Republican operative in Virginia widely known for his outspokenness and activism, says the Black Republican losses were fueled by more than just opposition to extended U.S. presence in Iraq.

“People are going to say it’s the war, but Republicans just don’t have a solid strategy to prevail in the Black community,” he explained. “You can run a Black Republican all you want to, but it’s clearly evident that Black folks don’t believe in them because Black Republicans do not prop up African-Americans in any significant way. Black people just don’t trust Republicans. That’s the bottom line.”

Much of that distrust comes from the failure of Republicans to support issues favored by African-Americans. On the last NAACP Report Card, 98 percent of all Republicans in Congress received Fs, compared to only 2 percent of Democrats.

In recent years, only two Black Republicans have won U.S. House seats. They are former Connecticut Rep. Gary Franks (1992-1997) and Oklahoma Rep. J.C. Watts (1994-2003). They were the only Blacks elected to the House since 1962 and both won in districts that were at least 90 percent White districts. The only Black Republican elected to the Senate since Reconstruction was Sen. Ed Brooke who served from 1967 to 1979.

Republican Party Chairman Ken Mehlman, who had boasted that this would be the “year of made strides,” she says. You can compare that with the last Republican that ran for that seat in ’88...I think we’ve made great strides.”

That candidate was conservative Republican activist Allen Keyes, who got 14 percent of the Black vote in that campaign, losing to incumbent Democrat Paul Sarbanes.

Continued on page 15.
Landrieu Announces Grant For Homeless Veterans
Funds transitional housing for veterans in Lafayette.

WASHINGTON - United States Senator Mary L. Landrieu, D-La., today announced a $164,383 Department of Veterans Affairs grant for Lafayette Catholic Service Centers that will provide transitional housing in Lafayette for homeless veterans.

A building on St. John Street will be renovated to house 12 veterans at a time. “Two days ago was Veterans’ Day, a day to honor our veterans for the sacrifices they make for our nation,” Sen. Landrieu said. “As our veterans have stood up for us, so too must we stand up for them. In Lafayette, there will now be a place for homeless veterans to go and sleep at night, giving them a well-deserved opportunity to rebuild their lives.”

New Orleans weighs fate of historic public housing

By Ellen Wulfhorst
Reuters News Service

Edna Carter happily smoked a cigarette on the porch of her apartment building, relieved to be back home from Houston, where she fled after Hurricane Katrina. “I was so doggone depressed there. A graveyard has more life,” said Carter, 59, wearing a flowered housedress. “I’m used to sitting outside on the porch, talking to people.”

But Carter’s peace may be short-lived. Officials plan to demolish thousands of publicly funded apartments like hers, a proposal that has sparked impassioned debate in a city where affordable housing is in short supply and jobs in construction and tourism go unfilled because workers have nowhere to live.

Experts see the buildings, largely vacant since Katrina, helping address the severe housing shortage. Preservationists hope to save the historic buildings. And displaced residents just yearn to come home.

Those residents get what could be one of their last chances to speak up formally in coming days. Housing officials have promised a public input by November 14 before finalizing any demolition plans.

More than 5,000 people lived in New Orleans public housing before the levees failed and the city flooded in August 2005. “I don’t think it’s a good idea in a time of a tight housing market in New Orleans to tear down units,” said Alexander von Hoffman, author of “House by House, Block by Block: The Rebirth of America’s Urban Neighborhoods.”

“It’s a failure of will and imagination,” he said.

Residents of four early 1940s complexes, some of the oldest public housing in America, filed a lawsuit this summer after the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development and the Housing Authority of New Orleans announced demolition proposals.

Officials argue the projects were

Continued on next page.
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are shuttered while their fate is determined.

“If you haven’t lived it and take pride in it, if you’re just sitting behind a desk and looking at it, you may have missed something,” said Walker.

Supports for reusing these complexes range from screening applicants to cut down on crime to reserving the housing for people with jobs.

“New Orleans is in an emergency situation,” said von Hoffman. “They need to house working people … if they want to get the economy up and running.”

States look to the federal government for help on many issues impacting low income communities, such as money for educational shortfalls, after school programs, Head Start and community development block grants.

“The 109th Congress has been the do-nothing Congress,” says Leger. “And I think that with a new progressive Congress in power, they will understand the struggles that the states are going through and they won’t leave the states out there to hang, basically, and try to fulfill all of these duties without help from the federal government.”

And candidates running for president might benefit from that shift as well. If presidential voting mirrors the votes for governors, 295 electoral votes could go to a Democratic candidate president, 169 more than they had. The presidency is won with 70 electoral votes.

National News, Continued from page 13

Debated Pennsylvania Republican gubernatorial candidate Lynn Swann speaks with the press during a campaign stop at a voting location in Scranton, Pa.

“Lost in all this talk about water for Bush and now that he’s out of there he’s beginning to tell how he really felt,” Green says. “He should have had the courage out of there he’s beginning to tell how he really felt,” Green says. “He should have had the courage to tell how he really felt,” Green says.
**SPECIAL VALUE!**

now

74¢ sq. ft.
was 97¢

Laminate Flooring
• 10-year warranty
• Glueless clic-2-clic installation
• Variety of colors available in-stock and through Special Order #56323

**SPECIAL VALUE!**

now

58¢

12" x 12" Beige Ceramic Tile
#49050, 65338, 188333, 205957

get holiday ready with

big values

4 days only – November 16–19

**SPECIAL VALUE!**

now

$29.97
was $49.97

44" Bella Vista Ceiling Fan
• Limited lifetime warranty
• Available in Bronze, Nickel, or White #96879, 96950, 96982

**SPECIAL VALUE!**

now

$39
was $49.97

Werner 3-Step Project Ladder with Platform and Project Tray
• Large standing platform, safe and secure
• 250 lb. load capacity
• White supplies last #225491

**SPECIAL VALUE!**

now

$83
was $100.79

Group price includes table and six chairs.

6’ Folding Table #124784
now $38

All-Steel Folding Chair #237874
now $79

For the Lowe’s nearest you, call 1-800-993-4416 or visit us online at Lowes.com
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